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FOREWORD

The educational reform movement has brought with it many valuable reports of projects on organizational change. The NEA Center for the Study of Instruction (CSI) is pleased to make available to a wide audience this bibliography by Robert H. Anderson, Professor of Education, Harvard University, Graduate School of Education.

Since the four-volume Report of the NEA Project on Instruction was published in 1963, many schools have made noteworthy progress in making more effective use of the time and talents of students and teachers. Nongrading, team teaching, programmed instruction, new media, individualized learning—these are more than well-known terms today. Dr. Anderson is well qualified to select from the vast array of literature on these and other issues. The entries presented in the following pages should serve as a valuable resource for all who want to study trends in school organization.

This bibliography does not attempt to be inclusive. Some of the items omitted undoubtedly are deserving but are absent only because the author has not yet studied them. At some future time, we may wish to add similar material on the disadvantaged urban child, the reeducation of teachers, the school as the center of teacher education, trends in other areas of curriculum and instruction, and the like. In the meantime, CSI is proud to present this excellent, though not all-inclusive, *Bibliography on Organizational Trends in Schools*.

We wish to acknowledge with appreciation Dr. Anderson's contribution to the literature as well as the assistance of the following persons in the preparation of the manuscript: Sidney Dorros, Dorothy Hurwitz, Lynn Park, Donna Preudhomme, Cynthia Ritsher, and Lillian K. Spitzer.

Ole Sand
Director
*NEA Center for the Study of Instruction*

*August 1, 1968*
1. THE EDUCATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT AND MAJOR TRENDS IN SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

A. General


National Education Association, National Association of

National Education Association, Project on the Instructional
Program of the Public Schools. Deciding What To
Teach; Education in a Changing Society; Planning
and Organizing for Teaching. Major reports of the

——. The Principals Look at the Schools. A status study

——. The Scholars Look at the Schools. A report of the


National Society for the Study of Education. The Changing
American School. 1966 Yearbook, Part II. (Edited

Sand, Ole. "Schools for the 70's." National Elementary
Principal 47: 21-29; September 1967.

Saturday Review. "Changing Directions in American Edu-
cation." Saturday Review 50: 37-64, 73; January 14,
1967.

Sealey, L. G. W. "Looking Back on Leicestershire." ESI

Washburne, Carleton Wolsey, and Marland, Sidney P., Jr.
Winnetka: The History and Significance of an Edu-
cational Experiment. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1963.

Woodring, Paul. "Reform Movements from the Point of
View of Psychological Theory." Theories of Learning
and Instruction. 1964 Yearbook, Part I, National

B. Change Processes in the Schools

Beeby, C. E. The Quality of Education in Developing Coun-
tries. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1966. (See especially Chapter 3, "Educational Con-
servatism," pp. 29-47.)


C. The Middle School Trend in School Unit Organization


2. COOPERATIVE TEACHING AND EMERGING STAFF UTILIZATION PRACTICES

A. Staff Utilization: General


National Education Association, National Association of Secondary School Principals. "Locus of Change: Staff Utilization Studies." NASSP Bulletin 66: 1-322; January 1962. (Prepared for the Committee on Staff Utilization, appointed by NASSP. Consult also the January issues of preceding years, each being an annual report of the Staff Utilization Studies.)


B. The Teaming of Teachers


Claremont Graduate School. The Claremont Teaching Team Program. Claremont, Calif.: the Graduate School, n.d.


Lambert, Philip; Goodwin, William L.; and Wiersma, William. "A Study of the Elementary School Teaching


Norwalk Public Schools. Norwalk School Improvement Program. Fourth Report, April 1962-August 1963. Norwalk, Conn.: Board of Education (105 Main St.), 1963. (See also earlier reprints.)


C. Nonprofessional Personnel


—-. The Teacher Aide in North Carolina's Comprehensive School Improvement Project. Publication No. 395. Raleigh: State Department of Public Instruction, May 1966. (See bibliography on p. 30.)


Turney, David T. The Instructional Secretary as Used by Classroom Teachers. Nashville, Tenn.: George Peabody College for Teachers, 1959.


**D. The Teaming of Leadership People**


**3. NONGRADED SCHOOL ORGANIZATION**

**A. General**


B. Elementary Schools


——. “The Nongraded School: Part 2.” *National Elementary Principal* 47: 2-45; January 1968. (Parts 1 and 2 have been reprinted under a single cover by the Department of Elementary School Principals, NEA. Stock No. 181-05550, §2)

Tewksbury, John L. *Nongrading in the Elementary School.* Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, 1967. (Includes a good selected and annotated bibliography)

C. Secondary Schools


—. "How Nova Learning Levels Work." *Nation’s Schools* 73: 88; April 1964. (See also Paul Bethune’s "The Nova Plan for Individualized Learning" in *Science Teacher* 33: 55-57; November 1966.)


4. PUPIL GROUPING AND INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION


Hamilton, W., and Rehwoldt, W. “By Their Differences They Learn.” *National Elementary Principal* 37: 27-29; December 1957.


5. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Studies of Teaching


Gage, N. L. "Can Science Contribute to the Art of Teaching?" *Phi Delta Kappan* 49: 399-403; March 1968.


Harvard Educational Review. Breakthroughs to Better Teaching. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Graduate School of Education, 1966. (A special issue collecting nine articles published in the Review in the last five years which have a particular bearing on problems of more effective teaching)


Hunter, Madene. Motivation Theory for Teachers; Reinforcement Theory for Teachers; Retention Theory for Teachers. Three programmed books. El Segundo, Calif.: T.I.P. Publications (P.O. Box 514, El Segundo 90245), n.d. (A series of four filmed lectures entitled Translating Theory into Classroom Practice have been developed to accompany the programmed texts. For further information write to Special Purpose Films, 26740 Latigo Shore Dr., Malibu, Calif. 90265.)


B. Learning and Individual Differences


C. Academic Achievement, Motivation, and the Prediction of Pupil Progress


Halliwell, Joseph W. "A Comparison of Pupil Achievement in Graded and Nongraded Primary Classrooms." *Journal of Experimental Education* 32: 59-64; Fall 1963.


**D. Sex Differences**


Preston, Ralph C. "Reading Achievement of German and American Children." School and Society 90: 350-54; October 20, 1962.


6. REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS


Austin, Mary C. "Report Cards and Parents." Reading Teacher 18: 660-63; May 1965.


Hanson, Earl H. "What Is Success and How Should We Report to Parents?" *Education* 82: 126; October 1961.


Hockstad, Patricia. "Report Cards: Helpful or Harmful?" *Education* 84: 174-75; November 1963.

Hoyt, Donald P. *The Relationship Between College Grades and Adult Achievement.* Iowa City: American College Testing Program (P.O. Box 168), n.d.


7. THE COMPUTER IN EDUCATION

A. General


B. Flexible Scheduling


Carswell, Evelyn. "Teacher-Determined Variable Scheduling." Innovations for Time To Teach. Washington,


C. Automated Instruction


8. ARCHITECTURE, EQUIPMENT, AND USES OF SPACE
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**9. BIBLIOGRAPHIES**


Oestreich, Arthur. "Nongraded Schools and Team Teaching." Annotated bibliography available from Arthur Oestreich, Director, Division of University Schools, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. (20¢ each; mark envelope "Bibliography Request.")


10. AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES


   Elementary Electronic Classroom. 10 min. Produced under an E.F.C. grant. Enlarged City School District, 159 Prospect Ave., Middletown, N.Y. Free.


   Focus on the Individual—A Leadership Responsibility. 28 min. color filmstrip with 33½ rpm record. National

How To Provide Personalized Education in a Public School. 16mm, b & w. A series including five films. Special Purpose Films, 26740 Latigo Shore Dr., Malibu, Calif.

Can Individualization Work in Your School System?


Why Are Team Teaching and Nongrading Important?


Make a Mighty Reach. 45 min., color. Introduced by John W. Gardner. Institute for Development of Educational Activities (IDEA), P.O. Box 446, Melbourne, Fla.

More Different Than Alike. 35 min., 16mm, color, sound. National Education Association, National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. $5, rental per week; $125, sale.


Planning and Organizing for Teaching. 110 frames, 18 min., color, sound. National Education Association, Center for the Study of Instruction, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 1965. NEA Stock No. 388-11714. $7; $10 with Deciding What To Teach. Sale only.


The Summer Children. Film. Project conceived by John I. Goodlad. 44 min., 16mm, color. University Elementary School, UCLA, Los Angeles 90024. Available for rental or purchase from Academic Communications Facility, University of California, 405 Hilgard Ave., Los Angeles 90024. $20, rental for 3 days; $210, sale.

Teaching the One and the Many. 28 min., 16mm, color, sound. National Education Association, National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. $5, rental per week; $150, purchase.

Team Teaching on the Elementary Level. 14 min., 16mm, sound, color. Produced by Frank Back and Donald Murphy. Bailey Films, 6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90029. $8, rental; $150, sale.

This Is a Laboratory School. 33 min., b & w. University Elementary School, UCLA, Los Angeles 90024. $15, rental for 3 days.